
 

 

BIOLOGY COURSE SYLLABUS 
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Instructor: Aliza Cruz 

aliza.cruz@sdjccs.net  ||  http://zurcazila.weebly.com 
 

A Letter to My Students (and also, a Course Description): 
Dear Monarch student, 
 
I love water. I am a Pisces who was born on the Atlantic Ocean and raised all around the Pacific, so when I am on 
or near the ocean, my spirit is most at home. This summer, I reconnected with the ocean, and there is nothing 
that better represents the healing, transformative, life-giving energy of water than the ocean and bays we have 
access to in San Diego. 
 
This year, your biology class will be rooted in the ocean, which despite its vastness and importance is the 
least-explored place on earth--less than 5%! Our learning activities will be enhanced by a variety of experiences, 
including projects, laboratory experiments, class discussions, independent research, and field trips. We will dig 
into ethical and social issues related to the marine environment; in particular, ocean acidification and 
anthropogenic-induced climate change. 
 
As a scientist and as a teacher, my hope is that this class helps you to start asking the questions that lead you to 
make sense of our world. You will learn about our world and how it works, and I hope you come to see not only 
your place in it, but your power, too. As a lover of water, as a protector of our natural environment, and as a 
fellow human, I hope even more that you will be inspired to change it for the better. 
 
Course Objectives 
Students will be able to: 

1. Express the nature of science 
2. Summarize the origins of the oceans 
3. Describe the chemical, physical, and geological aspects of the marine environment 
4. Explain the ecology of various sea zones  
5. Give examples of marine communities  
6. Illustrate the diversity of marine organisms  
7. Analyze characteristics of major marine ecosystems  
8. Interpret the interrelationship between humans and the ocean 
9. Articulate scientific arguments for why the oceans matter 
10. Defend that the ocean is more than just “a big puddle” 

 
Community Agreements 

 
Respect me. Respect each other. Respect our classroom and community. 

 
In addition to the above Golden Rule, we will dedicate some time during the first week of the term to co-create 
our Community Agreements, including (but not limited to): 

● Food and drink 
● Computer use 
● Cell phone use 
● Music and headphones 
● Gum 

● Classroom supplies 
● Interpersonal interactions 
● Anything else you and your peers deem 

important to maintaining a healthy and 
productive learning community 
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Grading Policy 
An environment of authentic learning includes a community of individuals who are willing to struggle, learn from                                 
their collective mistakes, work together, and persevere in the face of challenge. To encourage you to embrace                                 
the process of learning, I will assess your preparation, effort, and positivity when determining your scores. 
 
Grading Scale: Grading Categories: 
A = 100-90% Projects/Labs = 40% 
B = 89-79% Classwork = 40% 
C = 78-69% Homework = 20% 
D = 68-56% 
F = 55% 
 
Materials 
Supplies will vary slightly, and I will provide most of the materials that you will need, but for everyday class 
activities please bring: 

● Pencil with eraser 
● Black or blue ink pen 
● Highlighter 
● Your science notebook 

 
Late Work 
You will present most of your work to your peers for critique. If you are scheduled to present a drawing of a 
marine ecosystem on Friday, August 24, 2018, you will present that drawing on Friday, August 24, 2018. If your 
work is incomplete or poorly done, you will still present it and receive a critique on it. Such a situation may cause 
you to feel embarrassed, so I hope you never find yourself in this situation. However, every setback is an 
opportunity to improve and possibly an inspiration to be better prepared for the next time. 
 
The bottom line is this: Do whatever it takes to complete your work on time and at a high level. This will help our 
class to run smoothly and for you to be successful. 
 
Ms. Cruz’s Digital Portfolio 
In the event that you are absent or unsure about what we’ve done in class one day, all of our work will be 
available on  Ms. Cruz’s Digital Portfolio . Before you ask Ms. Cruz about any missing assignments, please check 
her Digital Portfolio and then ask three of your peers. 
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